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Trevor
Donovan

Model, actor, guitarist and singer –
sounds like a dangerous combination
to us. We can’t decide whether
we want him to pose for us, sing
or strum his guitar while we stare
deeply into his piercing blues. Sigh!

Where we know
him from M-Net Series’
90210 – he plays the heart-throb
Teddy Montgomery.

He says… that one of
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the items on his bucket list is to
‘invent a way of never losing socks
during the washing/drying process’
(according to Mycampustalk.com).
Follow him on Twitter @TrevDon
to see whether he gets it right! ⌘
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Photographs by Mitchell Nguyen McCormack
Known as the guy that all the girls want, his character recently had a very interesting twist, and
as a result, the show has gone from somewhat “superficial” to one that people are talking about
due to the depth and social commentary involved. By Obed Napitupulu
Born in the eastern California town of Mammoth Lakes, famous for its skiing areas, the 32-yearold Donovan is now cementing his place in Hollywood.
“The show is beginning to touch on more serious issues concerning sexual identity. It’s quite a
change and it’s made the show less superficial and given it more depth,” Donovan explains when
asked about the latest, some might say shocking, turn of events in the latest season of the show.
A new twist
He adds that viewers will be seeing more of the same, “Expect real-life situations that viewers
can relate with.” In terms of how he prepared for the new ‘twist’, Donovan says he has embraced
the new out-of-the-closet Teddy.
“It’s every actor’s wish to get a challenging role and to take it on to the best of their ability,”
Donovan says.

Recent events in the 90210 storyline have posed such a challenge for Donovan as an actor.
It is a similar challenge that great actors such as Sean Penn, James Franco, Jake Gyllenhaal and
Heath Ledger have tackled—and won great critical acclaim for—playing the role of an
outwardly homosexual character.
Donovan, who used to be in a punk-rock band, has taken Teddy Montgomery to a new level,
especially for primetime TV, despite Teddy’s womanizing ways in the past.
Once a Casanova…
That is the type of role that requires dedication; something that Donovan clearly possesses after
committing to his first same-sex kiss on screen.
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The 188-cm-tall Donovan told the press it was “nerve-racking,” while adding that it had been
getting easier. “He used to be a womanizer and a player and he starts to carry that over into his
gay life,” says Donovan of Teddy.
Sexual identity

So whether or not it is truly becoming easier for him, Teddy is scripted to be [kissing] many
Beverly Hills bachelors as he develops this revelation in his sexual identity.
He also adds that the end of the season develops similarly in a recent interview. “[Teddy]
realizes that he doesn’t know what he wants anymore, so he finds himself in a nice stable
relationship, a nice, slow, progressive relationship that goes into the end of the season. So there
is a rift, a realization, and then a rendezvous,” Donovan tells a reporter.
And speaking of challenges, one of his earliest was as a fresh-faced struggling actor trying to
break into the business in 2007 where he played Jeremy Horton on the daytime “soap opera”
series Days of Our Lives.
Before that, he had a bit part, in 2004, on a TV show called Quintuplets.
But before that he did some fashion modeling. “One of my former jobs was an Abercrombie &
Fitch model, among other jobs,” he explains, while adding, “I am proud of my body and not
ashamed of it.”
Body sculpting
When asked about his physique, which has been described as incorporating a “scene-stealing sixpack” on numerous occasions, he says he regularly works out, “six days a week.” Donovan
offers some tips too, for all of us sedentary regular guys, “It is more than just working out, your
diet is crucial,” he explains.
Breaking into the major feature-film genre, Donovan had a role in the 2009 science-fiction
movie Surrogates playing the surrogate form of Bruce Willis’s character Tom Greer.
A new truck
And according to the mountain-loving Californian with his “duct-tape-gray truck,” which was
his first major purchase after getting regular acting work, he avows, “[the big screen] is the plan
for the longer term,” in response to DA MAN’s question about whether he hopes to be a
permanent fixture on the big screen.
Shortly after Surrogates wrapped, Donovan landed a recurring role on 90210, first appearing on
September 8, 2009.
On May 20, 2010, it was announced that he had been upgraded to series regular.
Away from the set
In response to an inquiry about who he admired in the world of show business, he says without
hesitation, “Jennifer Aniston and Emma Stone.”

Off the set, recently Donovan was seen on the red carpet attending the 2011 Independent Spirit
Awards along with actors Aaron Eckhart, Ewan McGregor and Jason Ritter making their arrivals
to the show held at Santa Monica Beach with Jeremy Renner presenting.
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Donovan is apparently also a video-gaming enthusiast, and says that if he could be any videogame character it would be “Nathan Drake from Uncharted,” because, “he can do just about
anything and he gets all the girls.”
Speaking of girls and girl magazines, one recently rated him high on its list of sexiest guys, to
which Donovan responds, “I feel sexy.”
Life is good for Trevor Donovan, and things are looking up, but he used to feel fear, at least of
auditions and crowds. However, he says, “That fear is over now.”

Al Gore Reveals He Watches "90210"
-- But Why?

Al Gore has something in common with 13-year-old girls everywhere: He watches "90210."
But it's not the sight of the sexy AnnaLynne McCord in a bikini or Shenae Grimes' latest
prostitution plot-line that hooked him in -- it was the coming out story of Trevor Donovan's
character, Teddy.
Donovan took part in the Robert F. Kennedy Center for Justice and Human Rights 2011 Ripple
of Hope Awards last night, where he read the story of anti-bullying advocate Jamie Nabozny.
After his presentation, we hear the former Vice President introduced himself to Trevor to
congratulate him on the reading, thank him for being an anti-bullying advocate himself and
revealed he watched "90210" to see how Teddy's story played out.
We're told Gore said he was "pleased" the show made Teddy into a positive gay role model.
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e may have been a male
model for big designers like
Calvin Klein, but don’t let his
good looks fool you – Trevor
Donovan has more on his mind
than fashion. He made his major acting
debut as Jeremy Horton on Days of Our
Lives in 2007 and now has a recurring
role as 90210’s Teddy Montgomery,
a famous tennis player and son of a
movie star who’ll be a major character
this season. Growing up in Mammoth
Lakes, California, Donovan may be
more comfortable on ski slopes than red
carpets, but that humbleness is part of his
charm.
Runway Magazine: Did you always want
to be in the entertainment industry?
Trevor Donovan: No. I actually wanted to
be either a professional snow boarder or
a fireman like my brother.

Trevor Donovan
FROM THE SLOPES TO 90210
Interview by Jordan Young
TD: I’m developing a style, but as of right
now my style is clean or dirty.
R: What are some of your hobbies/things
you enjoy?
TD: Surfing, volleyball, weightlifting –
basically all types of fitness. Aside from
that, reading. I just finished the Hunger

Games Trilogy, which I highly recommend.
Suzanne Collins is on my must meet list. I also
play guitar, write music and sing (MP3 Twit
TrevDon).
R: Where can fans see you next?
TD: Follow me on Twitter—@TrevDon—any
projects, events, etc., are updated there.

R: How did you end up on Days of Our
Lives and 90210?
TD: I auditioned for the roles and
luckily… I fit the parts!
R: Had you watched the show before
joining the cast?
TD: I watched the original 90210.
They actually filmed an episode in my
hometown of Mammoth.

Photo by HAMA SANDERS

R: How do you feel about your character
on 90210 coming out as a gay man?
TD: I’m very excited about it. Not only
for me as an actor but to shed some
light on how difficult it can be. It’s been
so good, and I’m so impressed with the
writing staff and production. Everything
has gone in the right direction.
The fact that my storyline is coinciding
so accurately with what’s going on in the
news [teen suicides], I think it’s just an
opportunity to really help these kids and
hopefully, potentially, save people’s lives.
R: What was it like being a “surrogate”
for Bruce Willis?
TD: Surreal. I grew up with Bruce Willis
movies and getting to work with him was
an amazing opportunity, he was really
nice. His daughter, Rumer, was in a few
episodes of 90210 season two and at
the Surrogate premiere Rumer, Bruce
and I chatted it up. Also, I developed a
friendship with the director Jonathan
Mostow. Long story short (hate that
quote), it was great.
R: You’ve been a model for both
Abercrombie & Fitch and Calvin Klein.
What kind of style do you wear in your
day-to-day life?
111

Playing golden boy Teddy Montgomery on 90210 isn't a stretch for California native Trevor Donovan.
And with his rugged good looks and chiseled surfer's bod, he has West Beverly High experiencing a
perpetual heat wave! "I auditioned, and within a week I was working," Trevor, 31, told Life & Style
during an exclusive photo shoot on Sept. 15 in LA. "Coming into a cast that had worked together for a
year was a little intimidating, but everyone's so nice. And Teddy's a really fun character."
It's hard not to be disarmed by Trevor, whose physical perfection is matched by his charming sensitivity.
"I'm good to my mom. I talk to her just about every day," says the 6‐foot‐2 star, who's single. "I'm also a
musician ‐ I write and sing. I wrote a lot of stuff for a past girlfriend." While he's millions of girls' dream
guy, he fantasizes about just one person. "I'd like to work with Brad Pitt," he tells Life & Style. "I like his
freedom and loose acting style." Double the man candy? Swoon!

The Trevor Donovan Workout: Face Your
Fears

Even with a hit show and a million‐dollar physique, actor Trevor Donovan
suffers his fair share of setbacks. His solution? Use each one to spring farther
ahead

By: Andrew Daniels, Photographs by: Hama Sanders

The fire started in actor Trevor Donovan’s kitchen.
It was his own fault, the 90210 star readily admits, and it wasn’t the first time he nearly torched
his apartment by exercising his culinary skills (breakfasts are mystifyingly problematic for the
32-year-old). But the damage was minimal: a few charred edges of countertop, a lingering smell

of smoke, and one slightly bruised ego. The omelet that ignited the blaze, however, was
unsalvageable.
“It happens almost every morning,” laughs Donovan, adding that when he first moved in, he
nearly burned the place down. “I’ve never really lived anywhere that accommodated a lot of
cooking, and now that I do, well, I don’t know what to do with myself.”
Whether he’s in a kitchen or on a film set, Donovan’s life is full of mishaps. And for a man with
a golden-boy smile and a muscular build that’s tailor-made for magazine spreads, that’s
surprising. How can someone who exudes so much self-confidence be such a klutz?
The answer is simple, according to Donovan: He’s an average guy, and average guys make
mistakes. They struggle. They fail. And even though he looks the part, he isn’t Superman.
Donovan’s own kryptonite, aside from the occasional incendiary omelet, is being the center of
attention. It makes him feel awkward and uncomfortable, even afraid, and he would much rather
deflect the focus somewhere else. Yet Donovan is the star of a hit show on the CW network—
90210 began its third season in September—and a professional model whose chiseled physique
graces print ads, billboards, and commercials all over the world. He literally spends his life in
front of cameras. Something doesn’t quite add up.
Maybe Donovan picked the wrong profession, even though he’s enjoying more success now than
ever. He never intended to be an actor, after all; he was studying to be a graphic designer at the
Art Institute of Los Angeles until a modeling scout approached him in a shopping mall six years
ago. And if Donovan wasn’t on a date, he probably would have dismissed the odd encounter. But
at her insistence, he decided to give modeling a try. If nothing else, perhaps he’d be able to
pocket some extra cash.
“Auditioning is the most terrifying thing I’ve ever done,” says Donovan. “There must have been
four or five of them where I completely froze up and walked out of the room. My palms get
sweaty just thinking about it.”
To combat his nerves, Donovan enrolled in acting classes. “I have a really hard time meeting
people, so I wanted to take classes to get out of my social shell,” he says. “Eventually I opened
up and realized, wow, I really enjoy this.”
And the more he enjoyed it, the faster his career gained momentum. Ad campaigns with brands
such as Calvin Klein and Abercrombie & Fitch led to small parts in shows such as Days of Our
Lives and films such as Surrogates and Takers. And those, in turn, led to his big break: A
starring role in The CW’s revival of 90210—this time sans the Beverly Hills.
Donovan plays 18 year-old Teddy Montgomery—a wealthy tennis prodigy navigating the halls
of his high school as the ultimate playboy. Yes, the actor realizes he’s playing a character nearly
half his age, but it isn’t as big of a stretch as he originally thought.

“Physically, I may have grown up, but mentally I’m still a child, so there’s really no effort
there,” jokes Donovan. “But what’s great about my character is that he’s mature. He grew up
around adults and adult situations, so he’s been through more heartache and pain than the other
students. They’ve written my dialogue so I can play a little bit older, which makes it a bit easier.”
Donovan knows he can’t be 18 forever. “90210 can only go year to year,” he says, and that’s
why he’s branching out and looking for meatier roles, like the Aryan skinhead he’ll play opposite
Martin Sheen in the upcoming (and tentatively titled) film City of Redemption. And if he can also
use his fame for the greater good, all the better. “I aspire to be like Paul Newman,” says
Donovan. “He was a man’s man, a lady’s man, and the epitome of a philanthropist.”
Wherever Donovan’s career takes him, however, he knows there will be bumps along the way—
and he welcomes them. “The fear is exciting,” he says. “That’s what attracted me to this
industry; it’s always changing. There’s always something that’s going to scare you or be hard for
you…but it’s never boring.”
It’s easy to see why Donovan shuns a stagnant lifestyle. When he was growing up in Mammoth
Lakes, California—a ski resort town near Yosemite—he was outside before the sun came up and
didn’t return home until after it set. He skied the mountains (often with the U.S. national team),
rode BMX bikes, and, every summer, trekked south with his dad—a former professional surfer—
to ride the waves of the California coast. Indeed, he credits the outdoors for helping him build
the body that got him noticed in the first place.
Now that he lives and works full-time in Los Angeles, however, he has to work harder at
maintaining his breadwinning physique. His formula for success: Hitting the gym daily and
ditching the city on weekends to work out at the beach. The key, he says, is staying active
wherever you are.
“There’s nothing better than keeping fit,” says Donovan. “It gives me energy and helps me think
more clearly.”
And, in the end, maybe that’s what helps Donovan face his fears and navigate his mishaps:
Exercise. It’s the one true constant in his life. It pumps him up. It helps him focus. It keeps him
sane. “It just adds positive upon positive upon positive,” says Donovan. “The second you realize
that, you realize how much better life can be. And that’s true happiness.”
THE TREVOR DONOVAN WORKOUT
The 90210 star reveals his favorite “No weights? No problem” fitness plan
Actor Trevor Donovan’s workout philosophy is simple: Hit every major muscle group, every
time. It’s a principle that he learned during a childhood spent skiing, mountain biking, and
exploring the rugged terrain around Mammoth Lakes, California, and one that Hollywood’s fast
track hasn’t been able to shake. Life, he realized early on, is a total body adventure, so why train
any other way?

His favorite workouts include a mix of cardio and strength training to maximize muscle gain and
accelerate fat loss. And if he can avoid the gym altogether—as he does with the circuit below—
all the better.
Start with a light warm-up (Donovan prefers jogging, jumping rope, or rowing for 5 to 10
minutes), followed by stretching. Then run through the circuit, moving from one exercise to the
next without rest. Once you’ve completed all four exercises, rest for one minute, and then begin
the circuit again (do five total).
“Use your entire body and go non-stop,” says Donovan. “That way, your cardiovascular system
and your muscles are always in overdrive.”
The rep ranges are what Donovan does, and he reduces the number of lunges and pushups by 10
reps each during each successive circuit. Here’s an alternate strategy: During the first circuit, do
as many pullups, lunges, and pushups as you can, stopping a couple of reps short of failure. Then
in each successive circuit, reduce the reps for those exercises by 20 percent (e.g., if you do 30
pushups initially, do 24 pushups during the second circuit, 19 during the third, etc.) After you’ve
completed the circuit five times, cool down the same way you warmed up.
Burpee (20 reps)
Pullups (15 reps)
Body Weight Lunge (50 reps)
Pushups (50 reps)

'90210' exclusive: Trevor Donovan officially
promoted to series regular
May 20, 2010

There has been a lot of angst among “90210” fans about whether heartthrob Trevor Donovan, who
plays surfer and tennis pro Teddy Montgomery, will be sticking around.
Now, Show Tracker can settle the anxiety. A CW spokesperson confirms to us exclusively that Trevor
Donovan has been promoted to a series regular for Season 3.
Fans were surprised when Gillian Zinser was officially promoted before Donovan. He has definitely paid
his dues with several stormy moments with the series’ bipolar beauty, Silver (played by Jessica Stroup).

Can you predict where Donovan will be making a splash?

Getting Personal With Trevor Donovan
Interviewed by Lauren Douglass

It’s been a big season on 90210, and CT caught up with Trevor Donovan just
in time for the season finale. Donovan answers what it’s like to play character, Teddy, who starts
off as a womanizer and then comes to a life changing discovery.
Teddy’s twist on his sexuality was a surprise to you, how do you feel about the change?

Couldn’t be happier. As an actor you seek challenging roles that take you out of your comfort
zone.

Tell us a little bit about Teddy.

He doesn’t have all the answers and is learning as he goes along. The good thing about that is the
audience learns with him.
What kind of responses have you gotten about the change?

All positive, touching and very sincere.
Have your fans changed or expanded?

Not really changed, just expanded. I have the best fans! They are loyal and intelligent.
So it is senior year this season, is it off to college next?

For Teddy, I don’t know… he might give up his family fortune and open a fried cheese stand on
the Santa Monica boardwalk. Stay tuned to find out…
Is acting something you have always wanted to do?

No, I wanted to be a fireman/stuntman/astronaut.
What group did you fall into in high school?

I was into sports but not part of that crowd outside of playing the sports.
What do you like to do when you aren’t working?

I play my guitar and I like to interact with fans all over the world on twitter @TrevDon.
What cologne do you wear?

It’s called B.O. #3…I don’t wear any.
What is something on your bucket list?

Invent a way to never lose socks during the washing/drying process.

'90210': Trevor Donovan Exiting CW Soap
6/6/2011 by Lesley Goldberg

Jason Merritt/Getty Images for Alzheimer's Association

After rejuvenating life into the CW’s 90210 with his character’s coming out, actor Trevor
Donovan will not return as a series regular to the young-skewing teen soap.
The Hollywood Reporter has confirmed that Donovan instead will recur for a handful of episodes
during the show’s upcoming fourth season. He joins Ryan Eggold and Lori Loughlin as cast
members who are exiting the show as the series transitions with the kids of West Beverly High
School heading to college.
A 90210 spokesperson said Donovan's Teddy Montgomery will return for at least five and
possibly more episodes during Season 4, which begins production in a few weeks.
“We got a chance to bring to the forefront an epic storyline, that helped and entertained,”
Donovan tweeted.

Trevor Donovan set for 'Spring'
'90210' thesp to star in Hallmark telepic
Thu., Mar. 8, 2012
By Jeff Sneider

"90210" thesp Trevor Donovan is set to star in Hallmark Channel's upcoming telepic "Rites of Spring"
alongside Julie Mond and Shelley Long.

Donovan will play a world-famous country music singer with a tarnished reputation and writer's
block who falls for a young drama school teacher (Mond) while touring through her small town.
Thesp, who's best known for playing recently outed character Teddy Montgomery on the CW's
"90210," also starred on NBC's "Days of Our Lives" and appeared alongside Bruce Willis in
Jonathan Mostow's "Surrogates." He recently wrapped a supporting role in Oliver Stone's crime
drama "Savages," which Universal releases July 6.
Donovan is repped by APA and manager Michael Yanni.

Exclusive Photos: Trevor Donovan Poses Nude!
February 3, 2012
By Justin Ravitz

Credit: Alex and Steph/Lickerish

9021-Omigod!
Former 90210 star Trevor Donovan left almost nothing to the imagination in a recent nude
photo shoot showcasing his Adonis-like bod -- in which a loosely held towel barely covers him
up.
"It was supposed to be a 60s Steve McQueen/James Dean-type shoot mixed with 'naked in
Atlantis," the actor, 33, tells Us Weekly of the exclusive photo, taken at a pal's house in,
naturally, Beverly Hills. "But the zip code was not 90210!" jokes the hunky blond.
What did it take for Donovan to strip down? "Shots of tequila," he tells Us. "Just kidding! Listen,
there is nothing shameful about the human body. It's a beautiful thing!"
To maintain his impressive physique, Donovan works out "every day," without a personal trainer
he says. "I eat well," he adds (think lots of fish and white-meat chicken), "and do a lot of cross-fit
workouts."

Credit: Alex and Steph/Lickerish

Donovan was a trailblazer on 90210 as Teddy, who came out as gay on season three of the CW
smash, and has since departed the series. "To play a role so outside your comfort zone is a
challenge I gladly accepted," he says of the experience. "Teddy was kind of a douchey 'playa in
season 2 with no substance, but season 3, he became a dudes dude…literally and figuratively!"
He teased that fans may not have seen the last of Teddy: "Who ever said Teddy's story line is
over? I'll leave it at that!"
Next up, Donovan will appear alongside Blake Lively in Savages, directed by the legendary
Oliver Stone. "Being directed by Oliver was a very cool experience."

All in good taste
90210 welcomes Taste of Beverly Hills
By Jenny Peters

Actors AnnaLynne McCord, Trevor Donovan and Jessica Stroup.

90210's Trevor Donovan: Teddy's Internal
Struggles Will Fuel More External Outbursts
Oct 10, 2010 10:27 PM ET
by Robyn Ross

90210''s Trevor Donovan says he didn't want his character's gay sexual encounter "to be this inyour-face moment for a quick ratings boost."
As he spoke to the show's writers, the 31-year-old actor began to understand the arc of his
character Teddy. "It's true to real life, it's happening at a pace I think it would actually happen
and it's going to unfold very realistically, [and be] very heartfelt," he says.
Teddy spent last week's episode avoiding his hookup, Ian (Kyle Riabko). So Teddy was less than
thrilled when his girlfriend Silver (Jessica Stroup) had Ian teach the boys a dance to perform
onstage at a breast-cancer benefit. Tension came to a head when Teddy lashed out at Ian as the
rest of the group stood in shock.
Donovan tells TVGuide.com that he expects more outbursts as the tennis jock struggles with
understanding who he is. "Everything is so internal. He's battling with himself," Donovan says.
"He's creating his own problems and ... there's going to be a lot of external struggles from other
people mostly caused by his frustration, his anger, his denial and confusion."

Among his problems is with Silver. Teddy's rage left Silver appalled and she immediately told
him they were over. But, Donovan says, "Ian's very understanding of where Teddy's coming
from and helps mend the relationship between Teddy and Silver."
With Teddy's storyline coinciding with the recent focus on bullying and teen suicide, Donovan is
joining other celebrities in Dan Savage's "It Gets Better" project with his PSA. "It's not like teen
suicide or bullying is a new problem, but it has come to the forefront and it's been nationally
publicized and ... it's been an amazing opportunity to educate people," he says.
"There's more layers [this season]," he says."On a show that can tend to be superficial we really
dug down into more substance and more crucial issues."
90210 airs Monday at 8/7c on the CW.

Trevor Donovan On His ‘90210’ Exit & Those
Rumor’s He’s Set To Play Barbie’s Ken
August 4, 2011

Credit: Getty Images

Trevor Donovan is expected to depart the halls of West Beverly High on The CW’s “90210” this
coming television season, and the actor tells Access Hollywood its time for his character to hang
up his surfboard.

“It’s kind of run its course,” Trevor told Access at the CBS/CW/Showtime Television Critics
Association Summer Session 2011 party of his character, Teddy Montgomery’s story arc. “I
think that’s what’s in everybody’s mind.”
As fans of the show know, Trevor’s character, Teddy, is gay and the actor himself has helped
support gay causes, including filming a PSA for The Trevor Project and the “It Gets Better
Campaign.”
With his run expected to come to a close this season, Trevor said he is pleased to have brought
Teddy and his far-reaching story to life.
“It’s made such a huge, positive impact,” the actor said. “But they don’t want to drag it out and I
think it’s an intelligent way to go.
“They’re going to allow it to go out with a bang,” he added of Teddy’s expected departure.
So far, Trevor has filmed just one episode of The CW drama’s impending fall return, but none of
the material yet paves the way for Teddy’s exit.
“I shot one episode. It’s just kind of the establishing episode, just kind of coming back from
summer break,” he said.
Beyond “90210,” Trevor confirmed reports he is in the running to play a live action version of
iconic doll Ken in a Barbie film.
“It’s a possibility. Mattel and Sony and [producer] Laurence Mark are doing a film — a Barbie
film… so I’ve been talks,” the actor told Access.
Trevor is also gearing up to play Matt in the upcoming Oliver Stone thriller “Savages,” alongside
Salma Hayek and John Travolta, and due out in September 2012.
“I’m playing Salma Hayek’s daughter’s boyfriend and I have [some] very high intensity scenes,”
he noted.
“90210” returns to The CW on September 13.

'90210': Trevor Donovan on his scenestealing abs, Teddy's future with Adrianna
and how he's giving back
October 6, 2009

In last week’s episode of “90210,” we were introduced to a rising star: Teddy Montgomery’s abs. I’m
pretty sure we’ve seen them a few times already but never as up close and personal as in Adrianna’s
lusty daydream. Didn’t they seem to have a life of their own?

“You’ve got to imagine that I was standing there with 20, 30 people in dead silence,” explains Trevor
Donovan, who plays the show’s newest golden boy and is the owner of the scene‐stealing six‐pack. “I
wasn’t sure how they were going to cut it. You can’t see my face, but some of that movement in my
belly was actually laughter.”
OK, so there’s more to the “90210” newcomer than abs. Teddy Montgomery has been shaking up the
show pretty much since the moment Adrianna whisked him away from boy‐starved Naomi in this
season’s premiere. Since then, he has definitely upset the balance at West Bev a bit. “In the beginning,
he may have said or done a few things unintentionally that may have offended a few of the people on
the show,” says Donovan, 31.
Yet, the biggest offense may be tearing asunder what teen pregnancy and drug rehab couldn’t. “Some
things will begin to surface and big things will come between Navid and Adrianna as this love triangle
starts to form,” hints Donovan. “There’s some interesting things coming up in this next episode.
Definitely some higher tension, higher stakes.”
Around the bend, Teddy may spell further trouble for Annie, as well...
“Nothing has been resolved,” says Donovan. “Teddy is part of the investigation of the homeless person
Annie hit. I think they’re going to drag it out for a while.”
That’s good career news for a guy who started in modeling years before the thought of acting entered
his mind. “Abercrombie [& Fitch] was my first modeling job,” recounts Donovan. “They definitely border
on risqué as far as catalog photos go. There’s a lot of nudity and what not. I have done my fair share of
that, and I’ve never done anything I regret whatsoever ‐‐ the majority of which I’m pretty proud of.”
While he’s definitely not shy about his body, Donovan says that auditioning for television commercials
was a different story. “I was just terrified in front of the camera,” he admits. “I couldn’t even say my
own name. I walked out of a handful of auditions. I mean ran out in cold sweats. I was just so nervous
and insecure.”
In order to get over his fear, Donovan began taking acting classes. In the process, he began to love acting
itself. Now, Donovan is in a position to offer advice to others dealing with camera fright. “I think fear is
unavoidable and that, when recognized and embraced, it’s something that can work for you – especially
in the audition room,” advises Donovan.

Before “90210,” the model‐turned‐actor landed a role on “Days of Our Lives,” allowing him some
perspective between the two shows. “In daytime, you’re shooting an episode a day, which is on average
about 90 pages of script a day. That is very hectic,” says the Mammoth Lakes, Calif., native. “On ‘90210,’
You get to work through it a little more. You’re not just flying through it just to get it done.”
Currently, you can find Donovan in theaters in the stylish sci‐fi film “Surrogates,” starring Bruce Willis.
And Saturday, you can walk alongside Donovan in Habitat for Humanity’s 5K walk in Pacoima. “These
homes are built for working families in need,” says Donovan. “The community I was out working with
today in Pacoima is training a lot of the children of the families as volunteer firefighters, healthcare
professionals and different things. So they’re actually educating them, as well as financially aiding them.
It’s a really incredible organization.”
Donovan has another reason for wanting to see you there. “It’s kind of a battle,” he laughs. “It’s ‘90210’
versus ‘Melrose Place,’ ” says Donovan. “We’re trying to get out as many fans as we possibly can and as
many of our cast and crew as we possibly can.”
If you want to join Team “90210” in this Saturday’s Habitat for Humanity 5K walk, check out
www.humanityca.org.

by sari anne tuschman
The countless adoring fans of Trevor Donovan’s tennis-playing character Teddy Montgomery on the new 90210 are
bound to be, well, a little surprised when his story arc takes an unexpected turn this season as the tall, rugged Brad
Pitt-esque high schooler struggles with the fact he is gay.
“Trusting me to be able to carry that storyline was extremely flattering, and I’m not going to lie, I’m a little nervous
about it,” says Donovan. “This is what acting’s about—diving into areas you’ve never been before and trying to tell
a story that maybe isn’t told enough.” In real life, the 32-year-old actor is an avid surfer and athlete. “I happened to
get a few days off last second, so I bought a plane ticket and went by myself,” he says of a recent trip to Mexico.
“I packed a backpack and surfboard and rented a car and slept in it and went on dirt roads and got flat tires—it was
awesome.”

29 Hot Guys We Love
Thanks to the leap year, February 29 only comes once every four years. And,
oh, hey—it’s happening this year. To celebrate that special date, we created a
list of the top 29 hottest guys around. Enjoy…
By Korin Miller

Trevor Donovan
Trevor is hot. Trevor in a second‐skin sweater is...wow.

Thursday, September 8, 2011

90210 star Trevor Donovan: Playing a gay character gets me girls!

Ever since his character came out of the closet on 90210, Trevor Donovan's dating life has never been
better, he confesses to Life & Style.
"It's been good for me," admits the actor, who plays Teddy on the CW series. "Girls want to challenge it.
They kind of assume I'm [gay in real life] and try to change me back. Of course, I let them!"
But seriously, Trevor's thrilled to be a role model for teens confused about their sexuality. "I couldn't be
happier," Trevor says, adding that the show "has really helped kids come out."

Trevor Donovan: I Look Like An Older
Version Of Shiloh Jolie-Pitt!
November 1, 2010

Credit: Getty Images

LOS ANGELES, Calif. -- “90210” hunk Trevor Donovan says he’s gets mistaken for one of
Hollywood’s most famous offspring!
“I was recently told that I look like an older version of Shiloh,” Trevor told Billy Bush and Kit
Hoover, referring to Brad and Angelina’s 4-year-old daughter, when he stopped by Access
Hollywood Live on Monday.
“If you see a baby picture of me with white, white, white hair – like a stack of straw – it looks
exactly like Shiloh!” the 32-year-old actor explained.

Earlier in the interview, Billy was astounded when he found out Trevor is in his 30’s, something
the actor credits “gallons of water a day and getting in the ocean as much as possible” for
keeping him looking youthful.
“You look like a combination of Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie,” Billy remarked. “He’s got the
lips of Angelia and the face of Brad, he’s the best looking guy in the world!”
For more with Billy and Kit’s interview with the “90210” actor, whose character is coming to
grips with his sexuality on the hit CW series, CLICK HERE!
“90210” airs Mondays at 8PM on the CW.

Trevor Donovan Leaves 90210
June 6, 2011
By UsWeekly Staff

Credit: Charley Gallay/Getty Images

Trevor Donovan's days on 90210 are numbered.
The 32-year-old actor will not be returning as a series regular when the hit CW show returns next
fall, TV Line reports. (A spokesperson for the network declined to comment.)
"I look back on getting this real-life story line as a blessing," Donovan, who joined the show in 2009,
said in a statement. "To be able to simultaneously take on a challenging role and bring awareness to a
relevant social issue was a win-win for me. I'm looking forward to what opportunities and adventures
lie ahead."
Donovan's character was the subject of a major coming out storyline during the show's third season:
his character, Teddy, had previously dated Adrianna (Jessica Lowndes) and Silver (Jessica Stroup)
before beginning a relationship with Ian (Kyle Riabko).
Fortunately for Donovan's fans, the actor tweeted that he will return as a guest star for "a handful of
shows" when his costars' characters begin college in season 4.

Young Hollywood Shines Bright at
Breakthrough Awards
By Brittany Talarico
August 16, 2010

AnnaLynne McCord, Trevor Donovan and Dianna Agron were just a few of the hot, young
celebs that hit the carpet Sunday night at the Breakthrough of the Year Awards in L.A.
AnnaLynne was honored with the Breakthrough Standout Performance award and sisters Rachel
and Angel McCord were on hand to celebrate!

EXCLUSIVE!

90210's Trevor Donovan Reveals How Far
His Gay Love Scenes Will Go
Mon., Nov. 1, 2010 by Megan Masters

Michael Desmond/The CW

Sorry, Jessica Stroup, your Trevor Donovan smoochin' days on 90210 are over.
Or are they? (That's a single eyebrow we're arching for dramatic effect.)
Trevor just spilled the goods about what's coming up as his character, Teddy, learns to come to
terms with his sexuality—and just how hot and heavy his same-sex love scenes will be...

Some of you fans (like, um, us) may have been wondering why the 90210 Powers That Be chose
Teddy, the womanizer of Beverly Hills, to struggle with his sexuality this season. Spoiler alert:
Trevor was pretty shocked, too.
"Initially, it came out of left field," he laughs. "I had no idea that it was going to happen. So over
the hiatus, the producers and writers told me the direction that it was going in. None of us wanted
it to be a flash in the pan, or shock value for ratings. We wanted to tell realistic stories, this kid
battling and coming to terms with who he was, and how painful and difficult it is. Once that was
discussed, I was flattered that they thought I could take it on because it is so challenging. And it
puts a lot of substance into a show that tends to be a little more superficial."
Trevor also tells us that while 90210 is known to show some risqué love scenes, that won't be the
case for Teddy and Ian (Kyle Riabko). At least not yet.
"The point to the storyline is his struggle coming to fruition, coming to that realization," he
explains. "Of course to actually portray it realistically there's got to be a little bit of intimacy,
which has come up to a point, but you can only go so far—it's the CW."
And just so all you Silver-Teddy-loving types are in the know, Trevor tells us we shouldn't rule
out more kissing between the two. "If I have anything to say about it!" he says with a laugh. "I
don't think it's a black and white thing; I don't think he just jumps in and goes on the other side.
There's got to be a little gray area where he goes back and forth."
"I want this to be nothing but a positive message, [to] shed some light and open people's eyes,"
Trevor says. "[I want to] progress and change the way society views homosexuality. It's an
extremely important storyline to convey as truthfully as possible."
Don't miss a big part of the Teddy twist tonight on 90210 at 8 p.m. on the CW.

Introducing OK!'s 50 Sexiest Singles!

Trevor Donovan, 31, plays hottie Teddy on the CW's "90210." (Photo by Kevin Winter/Getty Images)

Trevor Donovan Leaving 90210 — But
There's a Catch
Jun 6, 2011
by Natalie Abrams

First, the adults who play the adult characters on 90210 leave, and now one of the adults who
plays a kid is hitting the road.
Trevor Donovan will not be returning as a series regular on 90210 next season, TVGuide.com
has confirmed.
The 32-year-old actor, who plays high school senior Teddy, enjoyed the spotlight in Season 3
when his character came out the closet. Donovan will appear in about five episodes as a gueststar when the show returns this fall.
"Before everyone gets all upset, I'll be back as a guest star for a handful of shows," Donovan
tweeted Monday. "Look at it this way...we got a chance to bring to the forefront an epic
storyline, that helped and entertained, I got to meet all of you...and you get come along with me
where ever I go next.. It's not over.....it's new beginning!!! Thanks for the support....you guys are
the best ever."

Trevor Donovan Gets Work Post-90210!

As sad as we are to see him leave the show, this is a massive opportunity for him!
We were bummed to report that Trevor Donovan had gotten cut from the cast of the upcoming
season of 90210 as the HOMOlicious teen Teddy, but it looks as though he won't be shedding
any more tears about the snub, as he's been offered a role in the new Oliver Stone flick drug
flick Savages, alongside Blake Lively, Uma Thurman, and John Travolta!
Sources reveal to us that the actor will reportedly portray the boyfriend of the daughter of Salma
Hayek's character.
Nice! This is definitely a step in the right direction!
So exciting!
Can't wait to see where your career takes you, bb!

Trevor Donovan Returns To ’90210′
March 2, 2012

Actor Trevor Donovan is returning to his role on the CW series 90210, leaving many wondering
what’s in store for Teddy. According to Zap2It, Donovan will return for one episode after
leaving the posh zip codeand Silver (Jessica Stroup) behind to move to Washington with his
boyfriend Shane (Ryan Rottman). Of course 90210’s Teddy will only be paying the series’
residents a visit if The CW picks up the show for a fifth season. So far things are looking good
for a renewal.
In the meantime, Donovan has released a statement, joking about his reprisal of Teddy. “I said I
would come back for an episode if they agreed to make it black and white, and silent.” The date
of his return and the storyline is being kept under wraps by show runners and the network. They
have however given a little clue as to what fans can expect with a teaser that “Teddy reunites
with an old West Bev classmate, he’ll face a life-changing decision.”
Over the years Trevor Donovan has appeared in the soap opera drama ‘Days of Our Lives’, ‘CSI:
Crime Scene Investigation’, the movie ‘Savages’, ‘Takers’, ‘Quintuplets’, ‘Birds of a Feather’,
‘Takers’, and more. Donovan is also rumored to be a part of the upcoming production entitled
‘Mean Cuisine’.
Are you excited to see Teddy make his way back to ‘90210’? Drop us your comments below.

Trevor Donovan set for 'Spring': '90210'
thesp to star in Hallmark telepic
Jeff Sneider
March 8, 2012
"90210" thesp Trevor Donovan is set to star in Hallmark Channel's upcoming telepic "Rites of Spring"
alongside Julie Mond and Shelley Long. Donovan will play a world‐famous country music singer with a
tarnished reputation and writer's block who falls for a young drama school teacher (Mond) while touring
through her small town. Thesp, who's best known for playing recently outed character Teddy
Montgomery on the CW's "90210," also starred on NBC's "Days of Our Lives" and appeared alongside
Bruce Willis in Jonathan Mostow's "Surrogates." He recently wrapped a supporting role in Oliver Stone's
crime drama "Savages," which Universal releases July 6. Donovan is repped by APA and manager
Michael Yanni.

Trevor Donovan Running Shirtless In Los
Angeles
09/13/11

"90210" hunk Trevor Donovan didn't leave much to the imagination while jogging in Los
Angeles this week.
According to Bauer-Griffin, the actor is rumored to be playing Ken in an upcoming "Barbie'
project, which could explain why he's beefing up his fitness routine.
Hopefully we'll be seeing more of Donovan, 32, soon -- but don't expect to see too much of him
on the small screen this fall. The actor confirmed he'll only be appearing in "a handful of shows"
in the new season of "90210."

Get to Know 90210's Trevor Donovan
Get to know hottie 90210 heartthrob Trevor Donovan, and find out what he
loves (and hates) about everything, from girls to food!

Smooth Move
How old were you when you had your first kiss?
Kindergarten. This girl pulled out a mistletoe and kissed me.
A-List Ladies
Who's your celebrity crush?
Jennifer Aniston or Emma Stone.
Fashion (Non)Sense
What's the girl fashion trend that confuses you most?
Ugg boots with leggings or shorts.

Sensitive Guy
What's the chick flick you secretly love?
The Holiday.
TV Junkie
What's your TV guilty pleasure?
90210 of course, and I really like The Simpsons.
Or Just Brad Pitt?
Who would play you in the movie version of your life?
Hmm... Either Big Bird from Sesame Street…. or Brad Pitt’s son 20 yrs from now.
He's Got it All
What's your dream job?
I’m doing it.
Multi-Tasker
If you could trade places with anyone in the world for one day, who would it be?
Ryan Seacrest because he’s like a vampire and does not have to sleep...ever.
Bros and BFFs
Who in your family are you closest to?
My brother Jake.
Tweet, Tweet
What's your favorite website?
Probably twitter.com/trevdon because I can interact directly with fans.
Passion for Pizza
What's the fast food you can't live without?

I don’t eat fast food, but I can’t live without pizza.
An Apple a Day…
What's your worst habit?
I eat apples whole, seeds and all… yes, like a horse.
Making Time for Music
What's the last song you listened to on your iPod?
Social Distortion’s “Don’t Take Me For Granted”
What's the Return Policy?
What's the last thing you bought?
A new phone that broke in less than a day.
Literary Dreamer
What did you dream about last night?
I was fighting in the Hunger Games arena and I could fly.
Where'd the Cash Go?
How much money is in your wallet right now?
None right now, but I have a receipt so I must have had money in there at one point.
Shy Sweetie
Fill in the blank: When I was 17, I was ________.
So shy I could barely speak or introduce myself to anyone.

Live-Action Barbie Flick Finds A Ken In
90210 Stud Trevor Donovan

At least that's the rumor.
In case you weren't aware, when Barbie celebrated her 50th birthday anniversary two years ago,
Mattel announced that the company had plans to team up with Dreamgirls producer Laurence
Mark to develop a live-action flick based the luckiest piece of plastic on the planet! (Seriously,
she has EVERYTHING!!!)

Well, there's still no word yet on how the movie's plot is doing - or what it is - and there haven't
been any names mentioned to take on the role of the iconic doll. However, we have heard some
buzz on who might be playing her love interest - Trevor Donovan!
Reportedly, Trevor just recently met with producers about the role and it sounds like things went
very well!
He'd certianly be our pick! That hair, those eyes, his chiseled abs of perfection….
Um, can we play Barbie??? PUH-LEASE???

'90210' hottie could play Ken in Barbie movie
Mattel has teamed up with producer for live‐action film about iconic doll

Getty Images, Mattel

By Marc Malkin
8/3/2011

If there's anyone who should play Ken in the upcoming live-action Barbie movie, it has to be
Trevor Donovan.
Seriously, the "90210" hottie is a walking Ken doll.
Well, guess what?
I hear Mr. Donovan has met with producers and is now in the running for the role of Barbie's
beau. Mattel marked Barbie's 50th anniversary two years ago by announcing that the company

had teamed up with "Dreamgirls" producer Laurence Mark to develop a live-action flick based
on the iconic doll.
Barbie has had many Hollywood incarnations since she debuted in 1959, most recently voiced by
veteran voice actress Jodi Benson in "Toy Story 3." Ken was voiced by Michael Keaton.
What the plotline of the Barbie movie will entail is anybody's guess right now. The filmmakers
certainly have a lot to draw from.
A romantic comedy comes to mind, especially after Mattel announced in 2004 that the couple
had split up after being together for 43 years. But two years later, they got back together after
Ken had a makeover that included board shorts and a white T-shirt.
Yes, I realize I'm talking about a pair of dolls.

Former ‘Days’ Star Trevor Donovan Heads
To ‘90210’
June 29, 2009

Credit: Getty Premium

LOS ANGELES, Calif. -- Former “Days Of Our Lives” hunk Trevor Donovan is heading to
West Beverly.
The actor and well chiseled ex-Abercrombie & Fitch model will play Teddy on The CW’s
“90210,” a rep for the network confirmed to Access Hollywood.
Teddy will be a charming tennis star and son of a celebrity, The CW told Access. The actor, 30,
will play a high school junior in the series which stars Shenae Grimes, Ryan Eggold and
AnnaLynne McCord.
Trevor is the latest handsome gent to join the show. Matt Lanter, who plays bad boy Liam Court,
joined the cast last fall.
Production has resumed on the series in recent weeks.
“90210” returns this fall on The CW.

Trevor Donovan Is Coming Back To 90210!
Hooray For The Return Of Teddy!!!

After everything we've been through with Teddy, we're SO excited to hear that he's returning!!!!
We've JUST learned that Trevor Donovan will be coming back to The CW's 90210 this year, to
reprise his role as Teddy!
Details are scarce, but so far we're hearing the following about his upcoming appearance:
"When Teddy reunites with an old West Bev classmate, he'll face a life-changing decision."
Oh boy! We are TOTALLY intrigued, and we will DEFINITELY be tuning in!
See ya soon, Teddy!!!!!

"90210"'s Trevor Donovan is as Smart,
Funny and Humble as He is Handsome
Posted by Michael Jensen

Trevor Donovan
If you already watch 90210 on The CW, you’re well aware of the fact that Trevor Donovan
actually looks as if he might have the blood of a Greek god flowing through his veins. And
you’ve likely already noted that he’s quite a fine actor as well, doing wonders with the rather
brief screen time afforded to his character Teddy Montgomery, who has spent this season
dealing with his sexuality.
But what you might not yet know is that Donovan is also funny, smart and humble.

It’s almost enough to make you hope he has a really bad case of bad breath just so he’s not
completely perfect.
No doubt Donovan isn’t perfect and given how gracious he was during a recent interview with
AfterElton.com, he wouldn’t want to be portrayed that way. Nonetheless, as Donovan discussed
what playing the part of a gay teen has meant to him personally, as well as the novelty of having
to tilt his head upward in an upcoming kissing scene with Alan Ritchson, Donovan comes as
close to perfect as actors probably get.
No doubt his breath is minty fresh as well.
AfterElton: Have you been surprised by how much interest Teddy’s storyline has
generated?
Trevor Donovan: To the extent to which it’s being publicized, yes. As we were filming and as I
saw the scripts coming out from episode to episode, and how well they were writing it, I knew it
was going to get a lot of positive reaction. I was so impressed but to the extent of everything I
am pretty shocked, pleasantly, obviously, to have gotten nothing but positive feedback.
AE: Why do you think there has been so much interest for this particular storyline for
you?
TD: With everything going on in Teddy’s life, with him being the son of a movie star, his life
already in the limelight and already being publicized and the expectations his womanizing father
has of him, and being the athlete and being the womanizer he is. All these things he thinks he’s
supposed to be and realizes he isn’t and it comes out of left field and nobody expects it and that’s
the interesting part of the storyline. Someone who is the non-stereotypical person and really
breaking down the stereotype and I think that’s what the network really wanted to do. And it’s
telling it truthfully.
AE: I’ve been impressed with the job you’ve done portraying the character and the
storyline.
TD: And I have read your recaps a lot and I’m not going to hold you to your New Year’s
Resolution. You can go ahead and talk about my age as much as you want.

AE: [laughs] I may tease you about your age, but I hope I’ve communicated how much I
like the character. I don’t think I’ve read a negative reaction from the readers. They all
really appreciate you and the storyline. I’m older than you and considerably less goodlooking than you, so I have to tease you about something.
TD: [laughs] Michael, I appreciate that and without the ribbing, without the joking it wouldn’t
be as much fun.
I am so pleasantly surprised with the reaction and people have been so supportive. I love my job,
I truly, passionately love what I do, but when you read comments and messages on Facebook or
on the blogs or on your website, and they are tear-jerking messages that are so heartfelt and I
really feel like I’m making a difference in people’s lives, and it just makes my job so much more
fulfilling.

Trevor Donovan: Shirtless for 'Da Man'
Magazine
Thu, 31 March 2011 at 6:50 am

Trevor Donovan goes shirtless in a spread for Da Man magazine’s April/May 2011 issue,
featuring cover guy Shiloh Fernandez!
Here’s what the 90210 actor had to share:
On embracing his character’s coming out of the closet: “It’s every actor’s wish to get a
challenging role and to take it on to the best of their ability. [Teddy] used to be a womanizer and
a player and he starts to carry that over into his gay life.”
On how 90210 is changing: “The show is beginning to touch on more serious issues concerning
sexual identity. It’s quite a change and it’s made the show less superficial and given it more
depth.”
On what he did before acting: “One of my former jobs was [being] an Abercrombie & Fitch
model, among other jobs. I am proud of my body and not ashamed of it.”

’90210′ Star Trevor Donovan Reveals He Will
Play Ken In Upcoming Barbie Movie
November 15, 2011
By Kelly Ballhorn
“90210” is back on the CW tonight after last week’s big episode featuring Tedy Montgomery’s
gay Vegas wedding. It looks like Trevor Donovan, who plays Teddy, will be playing a very
iconic role in the near future: A plastic man of sorts.
Trevor confirmed he’s set to play Ken in the upcoming Barbie Movie. There’s no script yet and
as far as we know, no Barbie has been cast. Honestly, Trevor is the perfect fit for Ken.

Who’d You Rather: Hammer VS Donovan
Author: Tyrell Date: Feb 8, 2012

This week, Trevor Donovan posed with only a towel in Us Magazine and the black and white
photo shared a striking resemblance to Armie Hammer. So, I decided to pair them against each
other for this week’s Who’d You Rather.
Armie Hammer is a Los Angeles native with ties to the business running in the family. His dad
owns Armand Hammer Productions which is a film/television production company. When he
was seven, his family moved to the Cayman Islands but settled back in L.A. after five years.
Armie is best known for playing both Winklevoss twins in The Social Network and can be seen
next in the upcoming fairytale remake of Snow White titled Mirror Mirror where he plays
Prince Andrew.
Trevor Donovan is also a California native, growing up in Mammoth Lakes. This enabled
Donovan to become quite the avid skier and snowboarder and in his teens, became a member of
the US Teen Ski Team. Aside from being great at almost any sport he tries, Trevor also plays
guitar and can sing playing in punk bands a lot through high school. Career wise, Trevor made a
few appearances on Days of Our Lives but hit it big as Teddy Montgomery on 9O21O. His
character came out on the show last year, making it a huge statement for the CW network.

Who'd You Rather: Hammer VS Donovan
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First Look: Trevor Donovan in “Texas
Rising”
by Aaron Landry | September 11, 2014
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The History Channel has had some major past success with period miniseries (Hatfield
& McCoys) so they’re hitching their (covered) wagon to the lone star state. The network
is currently filming Texas Rising, an eighthour miniseries about the Texas revolution
and the rise of the Texas Rangers (the oldest state law enforcement agency in North
America.)
The project has an impressive cast, folks like Jeffrey Dean Morgan, Chad Michael
Murray, Ray Liotta, Oliver Martinez, Max Thieriot (from Bates Motel), but we’re most
interested in Trevor Donovan‘s participation (Donovan has been a favorite with
TheBacklot readers since his days as Teddy Montgomery on 90210.
First off, we know Donovan looks mighty fine in a cowboy hat.

Second, seems like the character he plays in Texas Rising (“Kit Acklin“) enjoys riding
horseback shirtless. We were sent along these shots of Donovan on location in Texas
filming a scene…

Wish we had a better look, but this will have to do for now.
Texas Rising will air on The History Channel starting May 25, 2015.
You can follow Trevor Donovan on Twitter @TrevDon
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Thriller Novel ‘The Man Who Wasn’t’ In Talks For
TV Adaptation Starring Trevor Donovan
By Ross A. Lincoln on Aug 18, 2015 3:34 pm

Thomas Caplan’s Ty Hunter series of novels about a military badassturnedmovie
starturnedspy might be going to the small screen. Producer Garth Ancier is in
talks with Caplan to develop the series for television, with Trevor Donovan
(History’s Texas Rising) attached to the series in the lead role.
The books follow movie star Ty Hunter, an Alist idol whose past as a covert
operative leads to his recruitment by the President of the United States to stop the
trafficking of illicit nuclear weapons, reigniting a clandestine career where
Hunter’s fame becomes his cover. The first book, The Spy Who Jumped Off the
Screen, was released in 2012 with a forward by former President Clinton. The
proposed series would be based on The Man Who Wasn’t, the upcoming second
book.

http://deadline.com/printarticle/1201501194/?KeepThis=1
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Thriller Novel ‘The Man Who Wasn’t’ In Talks For TV Adaptation Starring Trevor Donovan  Deadline

Donovan is repped by manager Michael Yanni and APA.

This article was printed from http://deadline.com/2015/08/garthancierthomas
caplanthemanwhowasnt1201501194/
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Viola Davis' Emotional Emmys
Acceptance Speech SLAMMED By
Soap Actress  See What She's
Apologizing For HERE!

There's ALWAYS someone, isn't there?
Last night Viola Davis became the FIRST African American
woman to win an Emmy for Outstanding Lead Actress in a
Drama Series!
After Davis won, she gave an incredibly moving and
touching speech in which she mentioned the sometimes
lacking opportunities for "women of color" in
entertainment.
Video: Taraji P. Henson, Kerry Washington, & Mary J.
Blige Have A Dance Party In Apple Music Commercial!

Yes please!
It's no secret that we find Trevor Donovan to be one of the sexiest men in
Hollywood.
But in case you had forgotten how smokin' the 36yearold actor is, we got our
hands on an exclusive photo shoot he just did with celebrity photographer Devin
Dygert!

r

Several celebrities took to Twitter to commend the How
to Get Away with Murder actress, but one of her
Hollywood peers didn't agree.
Nancy Lee Grahn, a 57‐year‐old actress best known for
her role on General Hospital, took to Twitter to share her
opinion saying:

Read more »
[Image via Apega/Nikki Nelson/WENN.]
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[ Photo: Check Out A Shirtless And Sexy Trevor Donovan! ]
Trevor's manly shoot was inspired by his History Channel miniseries Texas Rising
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